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Septembre Series

Septembre Series

Product Type
Sofa Series and Coffee Table

The Septembre series solves an age-old conundrum of sofa design: while fully-upholstered
sofas are comfortable, they often look boxy and inelegant. More structured sofas are

Dimensions

aesthetically pleasing yet are seldom made for relaxation. The Septembre Sofa harmonises

Arm Chair:

elements of each style. The refined bent wood arms and backrest give structure, while

H: 64 cm

inviting seating cushions provide maximum comfort. A sofa of beautiful proportions,

W: 93,5 cm

Septembre’s stately yet intimate aesthetic gives it a contemporary feel. The sofa, with its

D: 80 cm

high backrest, looks as good behind as the front – ideal for standing freely in a room,

SH: 37 cm

creating a separate, enclosed area.

Sofa:

About the Designer

H: 64 cm

Theresa Arns focuses on natural, high quality materials, designing functional furniture with

W: 198,5 cm

a sense of poetry. Born in Germany, she graduated in 2013 from The Royal Danish Academy of

D: 80 cm

Arts. As a student in Copenhagen she fell in love with the city and Danish furniture design: ‘My

SH: 37 cm

plan was to go to Berlin after my studies, but I find Copenhagen very inspiring, so I stayed.’
Swiftly establishing a reputation as a design talent to watch, Theresa makes practical

Coffee Table:

furniture, to be used every day, with soul: “I think I design in a quite ‘German’ way. I am very

H: 35 cm

pragmatic, but I also think it’s important that the objects that we surround ourselves with

W: 130 cm

have warmth and poetry.”

D: 67 cm
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Notes to Editor
Materials

MENU is a Scandinavian design brand with a simple philosophy; to make the world better,

Ash Veneer, Sørensen Royal Nubuck or

less complicated and a little bit nicer to wake up to. MENU collaborate with super-talented

Nevotex Milly

international designers, to produce high quality design with a crisp Scandinavian look.
MENU work with local craftsmen from around the world to preserve traditional skills, whilst

Colours

creating objects which are timeless and can be treasured for a lifetime. Composed of

Sofas: Black/Light Grey, Black/Lava

lighting, furniture and accessories, the MENU collection provides clever solutions for

Coffee Table: Black

modern living.

Septembre Series

Black/Light Grey (Nevotex ‘Milly’)
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Black/Light Grey (Nevotex ‘Milly’)

Septembre Series

Black/Lava (Sørensen ‘Royal Nubuck’)
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Black/Lava (Sørensen ‘Royal Nubuck’)
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Black Ash

